The three-dimensional architecture of the internal capsule of the human brain demonstrated by fiber dissection technique

ABSTRACT
The fiber dissection technique involves peeling away white matter fiber tracts of the brain to display its three-dimensional anatomic arrangement. The intricate three-dimensional configuration and structure of the internal capsule (IC) is not well defined. By using the fiber dissection technique, our aim was to expose and study the IC to achieve a clearer conception of its configuration and relationships with neighboring white matter fibers and central nuclei.

The lateral and medial aspects of the temporal lobes of twenty, previously frozen, formalin-fixed human brains were dissected under the operating microscope using the fiber dissection technique.

The details of the three-dimensional arrangement of the fibers within the IC were studied and a comprehensive understanding of their relations was achieved. The white matter fiber dissection provides an enhanced perspective of the intricate architecture of the internal structure of brain. This enhanced understanding of intrinsic brain anatomy, particularly of functional highly relevant fiber systems such as the internal capsule, is essential for performing modern neurosurgical procedures.
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Introduction

The white matter of the brain consists of bundles of myelinated nerve fibers known as fascicles or fiber tracts. There are three groups of nerve fibers: association, connection and projection fibers. Association fibers connect neighboring and distal cortical region in the same hemisphere. Commisural fibers connect homologues regions in the two hemispheres. Projection fibers connect the cerebral cortex with subcortical structures such as thalamus, basal ganglia, brainstem and spinal cord. These projection fibers radiate to and from the entire cortical surface to pass through the corona radiata and continue in a compact arrangement within the IC. The IC is the term applied to the broad white matter band, which intervenes between the lenticular nucleus, putamen and globus pallidus, on the lateral side and the caudate nucleus and the thalamus on the medial side [1-3].

The fiber dissection technique involves peeling away the white matter tracts to display its internal anatomical organization. This technique reveals the intricate three-dimensional organization and relationship among the association, commissural and projection fibers of the brain. The details of the intricate three-dimensional configuration of projection fibers within the IC continue to elude us. Standard depictions of the IC are mostly derived from serial
sections of the brain or from schematic diagrams. However, it is very difficult to reconstruct, from the study of two-dimensional serial sections of the brain, an accurate and complete mental representation of complex fiber systems, such as the IC. The three-dimensional complex structure, configuration and relations of the IC might be particularly revealed with the fiber dissection technique. This report aims to reconsider the three-dimensional anatomy of the IC as well as to provide a clear conception about its configuration and spatial relations by using the fiber dissection technique.

Material and methods

We dissected 20 previously frozen, formalin-fixed human brains under the operating microscope using the fiber dissection technique [4,5]. The brains were removed from craniums no later than 10-12 hours postmortem. To prevent alteration of the normal contour of the brain, the basilar artery was ligated and used to suspend the brains in 10% formaldehyde solution for at least 2 months. The arachnoid membranes were removed and the brain specimens were then washed in running water for several hours to remove the formalin and refrigerated at temperatures ranging between -10 and -15 C for 1 week. Afterwards they were immersed in water and allow to thaw. Arachnoid membranes were then removed and specimens dissected using the operative microscope with X6-X40 magnification. The dissection was performed using fine watchmaker forceps, wooden spatulas with various tip sizes and delicate microtechniques. A step-wise dissection of the lateral and medial aspects of the cerebral hemisphere was performed, as previously recommended by Ture [6-8].

Results

The dissection of the lateral aspect of the cerebral hemisphere proceeds as follows (Figure 1A). After identification of the sulcal and gyral patterns on the lateral aspect of the brain the frontoorbital, frontoparietal and temporal operculum are elevated to expose the insula surrounded by the superior longitudinal fasciculus (Figure 1B). The superior longitudinal fasciculus is a C-shaped, long association fiber system that connects frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal regions and is located in depth of middle frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule and middle temporal gyrus.

The insula is an invaginated portion of cerebral cortex that forms the base of the sylvian fissure. The insular cortex and the underlying extreme capsule, claustrum and external capsule are dissected away to reveal the putamen, with the corona radiata at its periphery (Figure 1C). The occipitofrontal fasciculus is a long association fiber system located underneath limen insula that connects the frontal and occipital lobes. The occipitofrontal fasciculus is demonstrated at the base of the putamen, passing in the layer of the extreme and external capsules and joining the sagittal stratum.

The sagittal stratum is a longitudinal fiber system in the temporal and occipital lobes, that is fully revealed by further dissecting the inferior temporal gyrus and fusiform gyrus. A portion of the sagittal stratum stands for the equivalent of the corona radiata in the temporal and occipital regions. Corona radiata is a projection fiber system that continues the IC in the frontal and parietal regions, whereas the sagittal stratum contains, in addition to IC fibers for the temporal and occipital regions, the occipitofrontal fasciculus and anterior commissure fibers.

The putamen is, next, removed to reveal the globus pallidus and the IC at its periphery (Figure 1D). The globus pallidus has a firmer consistency, enabling the differentiation from the softer, spongy putamen. The strionigral fibers that pass through the globus pallidus can be identified with higher magnification. The caudolenticular grey matter that
Figure 1 – Photographs of brain specimens showing serial dissections of lateral aspect of the left cerebral hemisphere.

A: Lateral aspect of the left cerebral hemisphere. B: Dissecting the frontoparietal, frontoorbital and temporal operculum reveals the superior longitudinal fasciculus (slf) surrounding the insula. C: Removal of the insular cortex, extreme capsule, claustrum, and external capsule demonstrates the occipitofrontal fasciculus (off), putamen (pu) and corona radiata (cr). Extensive dissection of the basal temporal lobe demonstrates the sagittal stratum (sas). D: After the putamen is removed, the globus pallidus (gp) and the internal capsule at its periphery are seen. The lateral extension of the anterior commissure (ac) into the sagittal stratum (sas) is revealed underneath the occipitofrontal fasciculus. E: The lateral extension of the anterior commissure is severed and the globus pallidus is removed to fully expose the lateral aspect of the anterior limb (ic-a), posterior limb (ic-p) retrolentiform (ic-rl) and sublentiform portions of the internal capsule (ic-sl). F: Removing the amygdaloid body (ab) and severing of the anterior commissure demonstrates the continuation of the internal capsule fibers into the cerebral peduncle of midbrain (m-cp) lateral aspect of the sublentiform portion of the internal capsule. Abbreviations with white letters denote the sulci and fissures. Ang =
passes through the IC and connects the caudate and putamen can also be identified.

The anterior commissure is revealed at the base of the globus pallidus and connects homologues olfactory, temporal and occipital regions. The compact cylindrical structure in the midline gives off a small component of fibers, the anterior extension (anterior limb), that join the IC and reach olfactory regions in the basal frontal lobe. Most of the fibers of the compact anterior commissure continue laterally (lateral extension, posterior limb), at the base of the globus pallidus, to overlap and intermingle with the occipitofrontal fasciculus within the sagittal stratum.

Next, the occipitofrontal fasciculus is dissected away, the lateral extensions of the anterior commissure are followed into the sagittal stratum and severed and globus pallidus is removed to completely expose the lateral aspect of the IC (Figure 2E). The lateral aspect of the IC presents an evenly concave surface within which the lentiform nucleus is received. The sharp bend, corresponding to the genu, cannot be precisely identified on this side of the IC.

Based on the locations and orientation patterns of the fibers, 2 components of the IC could be clearly identified: the anterior limb (lenticulocaudate portion), between the lentiform nucleus and caudate nucleus and posterior limb (lenticulothalamic portion), between the lenticular nucleus and thalamus. The posterior limb is more complex and might be subdivided into: lenticulothalamic, retrolentiform and sublentiform portions (Table I). The corticopontine and corticospinal fibers are the components of the IC revealed on the lateral aspect of the IC, whereas the thalamocortical and corticothalamic fibers – thalamic peduncles – are revealed on the medial aspect.

The three-dimensional arrangement of these

---

**Table I – Internal capsule configuration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corona radiata</th>
<th>Internal capsule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frontal region</td>
<td>Anterior limb Lenticulocaudate portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I. Lateral aspect: Frontopontine fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II. Medial aspect: Anterior thalamic peduncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central region</td>
<td>Posterior limb Lenticulothalamic portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parietal region</td>
<td>I. Lateral aspect: Corticospinal (pyramidal) fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parietopontine fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II. Medial aspect: Superior thalamic peduncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital region</td>
<td>Retrolentiform portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I. Lateral aspect: Occiptopontine fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II. Medial aspect: Posterior thalamic peduncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal region</td>
<td>Sublentiform portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I. Lateral aspect: Occiptopontine fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporopontine fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II. Medial aspect: Inferior thalamic peduncle (includes optic radiation and auditory radiation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
components of the IC was evident in our dissections. The fibers of the anterior limb and the lenticulostriate portion of the posterior limb course forward or upward in an almost vertical, sagittal plane to continue in the corona radiata and intermingle with the fibers of the corpus callosum; the fibers of the retroolentiform portion course in an almost coronal plane, behind the lentiform nucleus, and then turn backwards to continue within the sagittal stratum; whereas, the fibers of the sublentiform portion of the IC run in an axial, horizontal plane beneath the lentiform nucleus to interweave with the occipitofrontal fasciculus and anterior commissure and form the sagittal stratum.

Within the sagittal stratum, the sublentiform portion of the IC displays a detour into the temporal lobe – a loop of the fibers into the anterior temporal region, the temporal loop or Meyer’s loop – before turning backwards and continuing towards the temporal and occipital cortical regions. Furthermore, within the sagittal stratum, it was not possible to differentiate distinct component fibers.

By further severing the lateral extension of the anterior commissure and underlying ansa peduncularis and removing the amygdaloid body, the continuation of the IC fibers into the cerebral peduncle is fully revealed (Figure 1F). The frontopontine fibers, of the anterior limb of IC, arch downwards, over the anterior commissure and pass into the medial fifth of the cerebral peduncle. The corticospinal fibers (pyramidal tract) of the lenticulostriate portions and parietopontine fibers of the retroolentiform portion of the IC pass downwards, behind the optic tract and into the cerebral peduncle. The sublentiform portion of the IC fibers – the occipitopontine and temporopontine fibers – passes over the optic tract and arch downwards to reach the lateral fifth of the cerebral peduncle.

An instructive view of the IC can be obtained by dissecting the medial aspect of the cerebral hemisphere (Figure 2A). Extensive dissection of corpus callosum, cingulate gyrus and base of the temporal lobe reveals the entire anatomy of the lateral and third ventricles.

Dissecting away the caudate nucleus and thalamus demonstrates the medial aspect of the IC (Figure 2B). Both these structures make a distinct impression on the medial aspect of the IC and
between these structures there is a prominent curved ridge. Beyond this ridge, corresponding to the stria terminalis, the thalamocortical and corticothalamic fibers of the anterior, superior, posterior and inferior thalamic peduncles are demonstrated. The thalamic peduncle fibers parallel the orientation patterns of the, laterally placed, corticopontine and corticospinal fibers. Below this ridge, the thalamic impression on the lenticulothalamic and retrolentiform portions of the IC creates a sharp dihedral angle between the anterior and the posterior limbs of the IC. This thalamic impression is markedly concave and belongs entirely to posterior thalamic peduncle.

Discussion

The long and eminent history of the observations that lead to the present understanding of the anatomy and function of the internal capsule begins in the 16th century with Vesalius, who rendered the first illustration [9]. Dissection of the white matter fibers was used, for the first time by Vieussens, in 1685, to describe and name the centrum semiovale and demonstrate the continuity with the internal capsule, cerebral peduncles and pyramidal tracts in the pons and medulla oblongata [10]. In 1807, Reil emphasized these anatomical relationships, and introduced the term “corona radiata” for the radiating fibers of the centrum semiovale [11]. Gall and Spurtzheim dissected the internal capsule and the centrum semiovale [12]. Mayo published exquisite depiction of the internal capsule [13], while Arnold illustrated these relationships in detail in his superb atlas published between 1838-1840 [14]. Other early anatomist demonstrated many fiber systems using the fiber dissection technique [15, 16].

With the advent of the microtome and the development of histological coloration methods, the histological techniques became subsequently preferred [17-19]. With the histological techniques, it is very difficult to follow white matter fiber tracts for long distances. Understanding the three-dimensional configuration of the internal capsule from the study of serial sections, is particularly difficult, because of the intricate arrangement of the neighboring fiber systems and complex relations with the basal ganglia and diencephalic nuclei, and for this reason techniques that might be able to display the true spatial form and relations, such as the fiber dissection, might be particularly instructive.

Few anatomists during the early 20th century, such as Johnston, Hoeve and Curran advocated the fiber dissection technique for studying the complex relationships of the white matter fiber systems [20-22]. A comprehensive description and illustration of the internal capsule was provided by Ranson, in 1921 [23]. In 1935, Klingler developed an improved method of brain fixation and fiber dissection that came to be known as “Klingler fiber dissection technique”. The special freezing and dissection technique developed by Joseph Klingler, allowed for a new level of anatomical accuracy in the white matter investigations [4, 5, 24]. He elaborated impressive preparations, using this technique of dissection and produced a comprehensive atlas, rendering his meticulous and elegant dissections.

Recently, Ture et al. revitalized interest in the fiber dissection technique and strengthen its essential role for enhancing neurosurgical procedures [6-8]. By further refining the fiber dissection technique and addition of the operating microscope to study the detail of the fiber systems, this method proved to be especially relevant for an accurate three-dimensional perspective of the brain complex structure and augmentation of our knowledge about the brain anatomical features. This increased knowledge of the brain anatomical features is invaluable for neurosurgeons, neuroradiologists, neurologists, neuropsychiatrist, neurophysiologists and neuropathologists.

The projection fibers, that encompass a major portion of the fibers that emanate from each cortical area, form distinct fiber systems destined for the thalamus, nuclei of the basis pontis, other diencephalic and brainstem structures and the spinal cord. The internal capsule refers to the compact portion of white matter projection fibers interposed between the basal ganglia and diencephalus. Its component fibers reach their cortical terminations by diverging in a radiate...
pattern -forward, upward, backward and lateralward to form the corona radiata. These fibers continue their course downwards and are compacted even further within the crus cerebri of the mesencephalus.

The shape of the internal capsule is variable according to the plane of examination. In coronar sections through the cerebral peduncle, the internal capsule appears as a vertical band of white matter, in direct continuation with the basal part of the cerebral peduncle. The standard “V-shape” configuration, with an anterior limb, genu and posterior limb, appears only in axial brain sections.

In our lateral and medial fiber dissection preparations, the three-dimensional shape of the white matter compact layer, molded by the basal ganglia and thalamic nuclear masses, was particularly evident. The lateral aspect of the internal capsule displays an evenly concave surface within which the lentiform nucleus is received. There is no sharp bend in the surface to correspond to the genu. On the medial aspect of the internal capsule, each of the nuclear masses, caudate nucleus and thalamus, make a distinct impression on the medial surface of the capsule. Between these 2 concave, impression there is a sharp dihedral angle. This dihedral angle follows the line of the sulcus which separates the caudate nucleus from thalamus and which contains the stria terminalis. This dihedral angle represents the sharp genu in axial sections of the brain only, at some appropriate levels [23].

The caudate nucleus impression corresponds in outline to the shape of the caudate nucleus: a large impression corresponding to the head and a narrower impression as, the caudate nucleus tappers. The thalamic impression is markedly concave and corresponds only to the posterior limb of IC.

Conclusions

Dissecting the fiber tracts of the white matter attains an enhanced understanding and more accurate knowledge of the three-dimensional internal configuration of the brain. This knowledge is invaluable for performing modern neurosurgical procedures for epilepsy or intrinsic brain tumors, arteriovenous malformations, cavernous malformations. Acquiring experience and proficiency with this technique is recommended.
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